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Executive summar y
Early Soviet leaders saw physical culture as an essential element in the construction of socialism
and the creation of the New Soyiet Person . Between 1917 and 1941 they instituted widespread program s
to promote bodily health and fitness . A healthy and fit population represented an important resource i n
an age of large-scale industrial manufacturing and mass warfare . In addition, Soviet officials saw
physical culture as something that would create harmonious individuals upon which a collective, socialis t
society could be built .
Once the Soviet government included physical culture as part of its revolutionary project t o
remake individuals and society, it launched a myriad of studies and programs focused on bodily health .
It first compiled statistics on the population's level of physical fitness . The categories in which thi s
statistical knowledge was assembled in turn influenced Soviet officials' perceptions of their tasks and th e
programs they initiated . Another influence on Soyiet programs were physical culture initiatives in othe r
countries . The physical culture movement was by no means limited to the Soviet Union, and by the
1930s the Soviet government closely monitored and often imitated physical fitness efforts in othe r
countries . It was with the rising international tensions of the late 1930s that Soviet physica lcutre
assumed its extreme militaristic character . This paper explores the motivations behind the physica l
culture movement, and also examines the forms the movement took .
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In October 1920, the Soviet government issued a decree entitled "On the physical upbringing o f
the juvenile population," which stated, "it is essential for the laboring population to have physical an d
mental strengths in order to move forward on the path of socialist construction ." The decree called fo r
physical culture actiyities in all schools, for extra-curricular athletic programs (including those fo r
preschool children), and for the oyerall expansion of physical culture in everyday life .' Soviet leaders
saw physical culture as an essential element in the construction of socialism and the creation of the Ne w
Soviet Person . Between 1917 and 1941 they instituted widespread programs to promote bodily healt h
and fitness . A healthy and fit population represented an important resource in an age of large-scal e
industrial manufacturing and mass warfare . Physical exercise ensured the labor capacity and military
preparedness of Soviet citizens .
Physical culture also served the Soviet government ' s larger aspiration to restore social harmon y
and remake humankind . Consider a 1920 Commissariat of Health report entitled, "The Tasks of Physica l
Culture ." The report stressed the necessity of physical culture both "to make the population healthy" an d
"to create the harmonious and complete individual (garmonichnaia i tselostnaia lichnost'), from whic h
one can expect qualities of the most benefit for the common good ."' Soviet officials saw physica l
culture as something that would create harmonious individuals upon which a collective, socialist society
could be built .
State concern with the population's health and physical capacity dated from the seventeent h
century, and it grew in both urgency and ambition with the rise of modern medicine in the nineteenth
century . From this perspectiye, Soviet physical culture may be considered part of what Foucault terme d
"anatomo-politics" — government and expert interyention to improye people's bodily health for the sak e
of economic and political power . Indeed, as the above quotations indicate, Soviet leaders saw physica l
culture as a means to ensure the health and maximize the labor potential of the population . Thes e
instrumentalist state concerns seemed to contradict the more idealistic goal of creating harmonious an d
complete individuals . But according to Soviet ideology, individuals achieved personal fulfillment onl y
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by contributing to the collective task of building socialism . Physical culture offered a means both t o
prepare Soyiet citizens physically for this contribution and to fashion them into the New Soviet Person s
who would actuate socialist society .
In addition to discussing the motivations behind the physical culture movement, I will als o
examine the forms the movement took . Once the Soviet goyernment included physical culture as part o f
its revolutionary project to remake individuals and society, it launched a myriad of studies and program s
focused on bodily health . It first compiled statistics on the population's level of physical fitness – a
process that entailed government access to measure and categorize people's bodies . The categories i n
which this statistical knowledge was assembled in turn influenced Soviet officials' perceptions of thei r
tasks and the programs they initiated . Another influence on Soviet programs were physical cultur e
initiatiyes in other countries . The physical culture movement was by no means limited to the Soyie t
Union, and by the 1930s the Soviet government closely monitored and often Imitated physical fitnes s
efforts in other countries . It was with the rising international tensions of the late 1930s that Sovie t
physical culture assumed its extneme militaristic character .

anatomo-politics and social harmon y
According to Foucault, a new form of power over life emerged in the seventeenth century, one
"centered on the body as a machine : its disciplining . the optimization of its capabilities, the extortion o f
its forces ."' This "anatomo-politics of the human body " stemmed in part from cameralist thought an d
the realization that economic power depended upon the size and labor capabilities of the population . B y
the nineteenth century, developments in social science and modern medicine had magnified th e
ambitions of state officials, social reformers, and medical personnel alike in their quest to solve socia l
problems and ensure the health and productive capacity of the population . Advancements in physiolog y
and epidemiology, in particular, fueled a sense that state health programs could radically reduce diseas e
and disability and hence guarantee the population's ability to work .

Much of nineteenth-century European social thought focused on questions surrounding labor ,
and Marxism was no exception . Marxist ideology glorified labor as an activity that, when not alienate d
and exploited as under capitalism, afforded pleasure and fulfillment . Soviet Marxism likewise place d
special emphasis on labor not only as a social obligation but also as a means to personal fulfillment, an d
Soviet officials saw physical culture as a way to prepare people for labor . The commissar of Health ,
Nikolai Semashko, called physical culture "one of the principal links to labor and to work ability ." 4
Official reports touted physical culture as a means to teach peasants to work rationally and effectively . '
One physical culture expert, K . Mechonoshin, argued that exercise would instill in youth an appreciatio n
of labor's importance and would increase work efficiency . ' Studies on labor productivity showed tha t
workers who did physical exercises at the start of the workday and during breaks were more productive
than workers who did not . ' Labor hero Aleksei Stakhanoy endorsed physical cultune as something tha t
"disciplines people, and instills in them new strengths and enthusiasm ( bodrost ') . "8
Beyond the practical aim of increasing the population's labor capacity, physical culture offered a
means to transform people's attitude toward work . New fields of labor gymnastics and labor sports were
developed by Soviet physical culture specialists in the 1920s .9 Soviet physical culture pageant s
sometimes combined labor and sports images in an allusion to Marx's prophesy that work would becom e
pleasurable . 10 Of course Marx's vision of unalienated labor was based primarily upon the fact that
wonkers would reap the benefits of their own wonk . But it also relied upon a notion of labor as voluntary ,
recreational and fulfilling . By portraying physical labor as akin to recreational exercise, Soviet
authorities sought to instill a new attitude toward work . "
The renowned Soyiet theater director Vsevolod Meierhold applied these ideas about labor in hi s
techniques to train actors . In a 1922 lecture entitled "The Actor of the Future and Biomechanics, "
Meierhold argued that the actor will be working in a society where labor is no longer regarded as a
curse but as a joyful, vital necessity ." Under socialism, workers would no longer avoid labor, as long a s
they could be revitalized to overcome fatigue . "Under ideal conditions," according to Meierhold, "a res t
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of as little as ten minutes is capable of completely restoring a man's energy . Work should be made easy ,
congenial and uninterrupted ." Meierhold extolled skilled workers for their rhythm, stability, and absenc e
of superfluous movements, and declared that "the spectacle of a man working efficiently affords positiv e
pleasure . "12
In order to prepare workers and actors alike for continuous, efficient, and aesthetic labor ,
Meierhold prescribed the physical perfection of the body . He stated that "the actor must train hi s
material (the body), so that it is capable of executing instantaneously those tasks which are dictate d
externally ." In response to his own question, "How do we set about molding the new actor?" Meierhol d
replied, "If we place him in an enyironment in which gymnastics and all forms of sport are both ayailabl e
and compulsory, we shall achieve the new person who is capable of any form of labor ."13
Ideas about bodily perfection were also expressed in Soviet poster art . For aesthetic as well a s
utilitarian reasons, Soviet authonities produced posters that projected images of well-proportioned ,
vigorous, musculan bodies .' The Soyiet ideal of the perfect body closely resembled fascist aesthetics o f
a hard, sculpted body . which was desexualized and pure . In Soviet sculpture and posters the body wa s
generally clothed, while Nazi sculpture, following a neoclassical model . presented the body nude . 1 5
Soviet and Nazi representations of the body also differed in their portrayal of motion . In contrast to Naz i
statues of taut and rigidly controlled bodies . Soviet statues and posters presented bodies in motion - especially the bodies of workers building socialism .16 Despite these differences, Soviet and Naz i
representations of the body shared an emphasis on youth, fitness, and purity .
The role of physical fitness in the tasks of bodily perfection and labor efficiency was als o
apparent in the image of the human-machine hybrid . The machine was perhaps the most salient symbo l
of progress and perfectibility, and for some it became a model for human transformation as well .17 A
numben of nineteenth-centuny European thinkers argued that the body, like the machine, was a motor tha t
converted energy into mechanical work . They belieyed that society should conserve, deploy, and expand
the energies of the laboring human body, and harmonize the movements of the body with those of th e
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machine . By the 1890s "the science of work" had emerged as a field, and in the twentieth century thi s
scientific approach to the laboring body pervaded parliamentary debates, sociological treatises, libera l
.18 reform programs, and socialis tracs
Several Soyiet leaders adopted the ideal of human beings as machines, whose labor would b e
deployed rationally in order to maximize the productivity of society as a whole . In 1923, Bukharin urged
the creation of "qualified, especially disciplined, living labor machines ."' Aleksei Gastev, the leadin g
Soviet Taylorist, developed even more extensive ideas on human automation . His Central Institute o f
Labor in Moscow studied the physiological aspects of labor and trained workers to perform mor e
efficiently . Gastev's ultimate goal was-the symbiosis of man and machine, in which workers woul d
adopt the rhythm and efficiency of factory equipment and become robot-like producers with perfectly
disciplined
.20 minds an dboies
Physical fitness and bodily perfection were also linked to the transformation of consciousness ,
and had been since before the Revolution . In the first half of the nineteenth century, the social criti c
Vissarion Belinsky had written that "the development of mental capacity corresponds to that of th e
health and strength of the body," and he advocated gymnastics and Russian folk games to develop "wil l
power, initiative and creativity," as well as "a harmonious personality ."21 .

Nikolai Chernyshevsky, a n

admirer of Belinsky, emphasized physical fitness in characterizing Rakhmetov . the prototypical new ma n
of his novel, What is to be Done? Rakhmetov prepares himself for the revolution with daily gymnastics ,
heavy physical labor, a diet of raw beef, and complete celibacy and sobriety ." Rakhmetov served as th e
archetype for an entire generation of Russian revolutionaries, and embodied the ideal of physica l
conditioning to deyelop the mental strength and willpower to create a new world .
Following the Revolution, Soviet leaders continued to stress the transformation of both the body
and the mind in the creation of the new person . In 1924 Trotsky looked forward to a time in the nea r
future when "the human species . . . will once more enter into a state of radical transformation, and, in hi s
own hands, will become an object of the most complicated methods of artificial selection and psycho -
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physical training . . . . Man will become immeasurably stronger, wiser and subtler ; his body will becom e
more harmonized, his movements more rhythmic . his voice more musical .

Semashko . in les s

visionary terms, also stressed physical culture's capacity to strengthen the bodily organism, preven t
disease . and develop well-rounded citizens .24 And fundamental to Meierhold's biomechanical method o f
training actors was his belief that "all psychological states are determined by specific physiologica l
processes."25

The creation of the new person, with a healthy body and pure mind, was intimately connecte d
with the creation of the perfect society, one made up of hanmonious individuals . And Soviet official s
saw physical culture as a means to promote not only mental and physical fitness, but social harmony a s
well . A I919 report on children's well-being explained that a healthy body also meant a "healthy spiri t
(dukh)," and it went on to link a proper physical upbringing with "the harmonious deyelopment of th e
individual (lichnost')."26 In I920 the Commissariat of Health admitted that "medicine, with all it s
scientific discoveries, is not in a position to create the new individual . " It went on to argue that of al l
means available ("new social conditions, cultural enlightenment work, a new upbringing, sanitary hygiene measures"), that physical cultune "has neanly the most important place" in creating "a n
individual with the harmonious development of mental and bodily strengths . "27
The concern for shaping a harmonious society had many antecedents in European thought . A
vaniety of nineteenth and twentieth century intellectuals, including Marx, Wagner, and Nietzsche ,
abhorred the alienation of the modem world and sought to overcome its fragmentation .28 To them ,
industrialization and urbanization had destroyed the organic unity and natural rhythms of (premodern )
society . In place of traditional life, nural purity, and social cooperation, they saw urban upheaval, filth y
slums, and class antagonisms . Some theorists and policymakers prescribed a return to the (mythical )
past ; through rural imagery, invented traditions, and folklore, they sought to necreate the organic unity o f
the premodern era .
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But others sought new, distinctly modern and rational ways to surmount the alienation of th e
modern world . The ambition to restore social harmony was behind the work of a nange of philosophers ,
artists, architects, city planners, and social reformers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries .
These people conceived of techniques to transform and inte grate a modern world that seemed fragmente d
and out of sync . In Russia, both before and after the Reyolution, a number of thinkers sought ways t o
overcome social fragmentation and alienation . Prerevolutionary theater activists . Constructivis t
anchitects, and Soviet efficiency experts alike emphasized rhythm as a way to restore harmony t o
people's liyes and to society .29 Synchronization of movement, whether in the theater, apartmen t
complex . or factory, offered a means to end social friction . and to recreate the unity and harmony lost b y
the modern world .
State-sponsored physical culture and sports programs in particular emphasized rhythm and grou p
activities for the same reason . Team sports promoted coopenation and solidarity ; group gymnastics i n
particular synchronized the movements of participants and seemed to unify people in body and spirit .
Gymnastics pro g rams in many countries had national unity as their explicit goal . Friedrich Ludwig Jahn
founded the German gymnastics movement in order to promote German unification .30 The gymnastic s
movement in nineteenth-century Germany also combined group exercises with walks in the countrysid e
to recapture the wholeness and purity of rural life and to overcome the alienation and decadence of th e

Like the German Turn en societies . the Czech Sokol, and the Scandinavian gymnastic s
movements of the nineteenth century, Russian gymnastics were introduced to enhance nationa l
solidarity . The first Russian gymnastics club was founded following defeat in the Crimean War, and i n
1874 Petr Lesgaft, the "father' of Russian gymnastics, instituted a Prussian model of gymnastics trainin g
into the Russian military . Also in the 1870s official school gymnastics manuals were published ; thes e
prescribed marching in formation and other exercises to teach unity and discipline .32
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In a similar way, Soviet physical culture emphasized rhythm, discipline, and unity . Rhythmi c
gymnastics, performed in large groups with synchronized movements, received special attention i n
Soviet schools and physical culture parades . Team sports also promoted not only healthy indiyiduals bu t
collectiye activity, cooperation . and unity . Soviet leaders were explicit about the goals of unity an d
political mobilization to be accomplished through physical culfure . A Communist Party resolution i n
1925 stated :
Physical culture must be considered not simply from the standpoint of publi c
health and physical education . . . It should also be seen as a method of educatin g
the masses (inasmuch as it deyelops will power and builds up team work ,
endurance . resourcefulness and other valuable qualities) . It must be regarded,
moreoyer, as a means of rallying the bulk of the workers and peasants to th e
various Party . Soviet and trade union organizations, through which they can b e
drawn into social and political activity . "
Physical culture, then, was seen as a means to accomplish social unity and political mobilization .
Physical culture was also presented as a bulwark against the decadence of modern life . A 192 6
Komsomol resolution stressed physical culture as a means to divert young people from the evi l
influences of alcohol and prostitution . Soviet officials throughout the 1920s expresse denormus
concern that the energy of youth was being dissipated in sexual libertinism ." Sports and exercise
seemed to be a more healthy outlet for youthful energy . One Soviet commentator, after observin g
sporting exercises, contrasted their "freshness, vibrancy . and healthy strength," to the decadence o f
"Americanized dances ."36 Soviet officials sought to channel the sexual energy of youth toward the task s
of socialist construction . In this discourse, physical culture was presented as pure, healthy, an d
collective, while sex was described as impure . decadent, and selfish .
Physical culture, then, served multiple functions . It offered a means to ensure the health an d
labor capability of the population . It also promoted labor efficiency and, according to some, coul d
tnansform work into a necreational, fulfilling, and joyous enterprise . Physical culture also satisfied the
aestheticizing impulse inherent in the ambition to create the New Soviet Person . Exercise would resul t
in pure, muscular, healthy bodies, and would instill a sense of rhythm and harmony . Many believed tha t
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physical exercise would develop mental as well as physical strength, and would cultivate harmoniou s
individuals that would contribute to the building of a harmonious society . Group gymnastics receive d
particular attention as a sport that synchronized the movements of individuals and instilled collectiv e
spirit and social unity .

Statistical knowledge and physical culture program s
It is impossible to comprehend either the concerns about physical fitness or the program s
implemented to improve it without considering the bodies of knowledge generated by social scientist s
and goyernmental officials . Once physical development became part of the project of creating the ne w
person and new society . Soviet officials amassed data on the current physical state of the population an d
developed techniques to improye it . The same had been true of tsarist officials prior to the Reyolutio n
who. with the much mone limited goal of military preparedness, gathered statistics on the physica l
condition of potential recruits . New goals of government spawned new bodies of knowledge, which i n
turn influenced both the goals and policies pursued by goyernment officials and medical experts . Th e
ambition to fashion ideal bodies and the knowledge about those bodies, then, deyeloped in tandem, an d
to understand this process one must examine the production of statistical and biomechanical knowledge .
Knowledge about the body, while punportedly scientific, was certainly not objective . The categorie s
used in the production of this knowledge and the ways in which data were compiled and manipulate d
were highly normative, and had important ramifications for the policies and programs that resulted .
Seyenteenth-century cameralist thought had speculated on the need for a quantitativ e
understanding of the population, but it was only the Enlightenment in the eighteenth century that sparke d
projects, such as those by Condorcet, that statistically represented and analyzed the population. By the
nineteenth century there occurred an enormous expansion of population statistics, which included th e
professionalization and regularization of collection and usage ." In addition to large amounts of censu s
data and statistics on fertility and mortality, governments compiled military statistics on the physica l
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characteristics of young men . The tsarist government, for example, already in the first half of th e
nineteenth century, began to gather data and categorize the population . "
Following the Revolution, the Soviet goyernment made explicit the importance of statistics to it s
project of knowing and shaping the population . In an article entitled . "The Tasks of State Statistics, " on e
Soviet official described statistics as "a necessary technical apparatus, which will help the new stat e
build the new society.'39 In addition to national censuses, the Red Army conducted its own censuses tha t
extended beyond recruits to count the entire population . The 1923 Census of the Red Army and Navy ,
for example, gave the number of people in each province, broken down by age cohort, sex, nationality ,
family position, social origin . Party membership . literacy, and previous military service . 40 The Sovie t
militany also compiled statistics on the height and weight of all recruits, and cross-tabulated these b y
province of origin, urban versus rural residence, and nationality .41 By the 1930s, the Soviet army ha d
developed elaborate procedures to examine recruits . These medical examinations included laborator y
testing for diseases, vision and hearing checks, and psychological and neurological observation . 42 Th e
data from these examinations were used to accept or reject recruits, and were also carefully compiled and
analyzed . Soviet statisticians tracked the "physical development of youth" and correlated physica l
characteristics
.43 with specific regions an dnatioles
Soviet statisticians' findings, in turn . influenced how health officials and physical culture
specialists conceptualized and acted upon the population's physical condition . Statistical categorie s
structured the thinking of officials, who came to see the young men of some provinces a s
undernourished, the residents of some cities as unhealthy, and the members of some nationalities a s
physically inferior . Statistics also gave Soviet officials a means to measure the physical improyement o f
the population and the results of physical culture programs . The head of the Komsomol, Aleksand r
Kosarev, cited statistics showing that the average height and weight of eighteen-year-old males ha d
increased and that the number of illnesses had dropped, and he concluded that "our youth is growing u p
stronger and physically more robust ." 44
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Statistical study of the population involved a process of normalization . In the 1830s and 1840s ,
Adolphe Quetelet had developed the concept of the average man, based upon his discovery that
population statistics had a regular distribution around the mean . This step took something abstract —
there was no real-life "average man" — and made it seem real, a postulated reality against which people
would be measured.45 People who fell below this norm were then labelled substandard, or eyen devian t
(a deviation from the norm) . Soviet statisticians used similar techniques to plot the distribution of heigh t
and weight data and to identify potential recruits who fell below the mean ." The establishment of norm s
for people's physical development also set a mark for improvement . The founder of eugenics, Francis
Galton, classified people in quartiles around a statistical median, and advocated interference in
reproduction to make statistical gains in the qualities of a race or population .47 While Soyiet authoritie s
ultimately condemned eugenics as a fascist science, they too paid enormous attention to reproduction an d
childraising in an attempt to improve the median physical characteristics of the population ."
A leading Soviet practitioner of anthropometry, Professor V. V . Bunak, extolled the value o f
measuring physical characteristics and strengths of the population . Drawing upon western European
anthropometric theories, he postulated that the structure and functions of the human organism varied by
race, body type, ecological surroundings, and social class . He stressed "the enormous social importanc e
of an accounting of the population's physical development," and claimed that through anthropometrica l
research it was possible to classify people in three categories — "strong, average, weak ." Suc h
classification would not only measure the population's overall physical capacity, but would also guid e
physical culture efforts to improye it . 49
In addition to statistical knowledge about the population's physical development, Soviet physica l
culture experts produced knowledge about the most effective means of physical conditioning . The
Institute of Physical Culture in Moscow conducted studies and trained instructors on exercise and fitness
throughout the 1920s . " During the 1930s, laboratory research by physiologists established norms fo r
exercise and leisure . One such study determined that "active leisure" in the form of rhythmic exercise s
11

was the most efficient way to restore the body's energy and labor ability ." Research focused particularl y
on the health and fitness of children . Medical checkups in schools and statistics on children's health
were complemented by studies on the importance of diet and physical exercise to children's physica l
condition . "
As physiological studies and health statistics were compiled, this scientific knowledge, in turn ,
prompted the expansion of programs to raise the overall leyel of physical fitness . Already during the
Civil War compulsory physical education had been instituted in schools, and the Central Board o f
Universal Military Training had taken over and expanded existing gymnastic societies and sport clubs . "
The October 1920 government decree, "On the physical upbringing of the juvenile population, " calle d
for the creation of commissions to oyersee programs in schools and for the institution of preschoo l
physical culture programs . " Soviet authorities also founded "Houses of Physical Culture " — centers tha t
were to promote physical exercise in a "scientifically instructive" manner, including medicall y
supervised activities, lectures, and exhibits ." In July 1925 the Central Committee refuted earlier ideas
about the deyelopment of non-competitive physical culture activities (proposed as a socialist alternativ e
to bourgeois sports) and mandated a more competitive approach to sports and physical culture . "
The Soviet govennment deyoted even greater attention and nesounces to physical culture in th e
1930s . In April 1930 the All-Union Physical Culture Council was founded and given executive powers
to oversee physical fitness programs throughout the country .- The establishment of this central body at
least partially resolved the struggle for control of physical culture that had embroiled the military ,
education, health, Komsomol, and tnade union bureaucracies . " The Council continued to giy e
gymnastics a central place in Soviet physical culture programs . In 1933 a national conference o n
gymnastics resolved that it should be the basic component of primary and secondary physical education ,
and a 1936 national gymnastics competition receiyed extensive coverage in the press .59
In June 1936 the Politbiuro approved the formation of the Committee for Physical Culture an d
Sport under the Council of People's Commissars, and further increased expenditures for physica l
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culture . 60 This new executive body's establishment signaled increased attention to competitive sport s
and sport heroes (in parallel with Stakhanovism in labor) . Soccer, basketball, and ice hockey, as well as
combat sports such as boxing, wrestling, and fencing all received heightened priority . The Soviet pres s
also publicized records and record-holders in track meets and riflery competitions . 61 All of thes e
measures had military preparedness as a primary objective . As one speaker at a 1936 conference o f
Moscow physical education teachers stated : "The preparation of the colossal mass of Moscow student s
for labon and defense of our motherland depends upon the results of our work ."62 And as a report on a
physical culture parade in 1938 indicated, "if war breaks out tomorrow," athletes will quickly becom e
"tankists,
."63 pilots, snipers . an dsailor

Foreign influences and militarizatio n
The physical culture movement in the Soviet Union paralleled developments throughout Europ e
and around the world . To account for the similarities in physical fitness programs, one should note tha t
the Soviet Union and other countries had common forms of knowledge (statistics on the population' s
physical development) and commons concerns (military preparedness) that informed their policies . Bu t
in addition to these shared perceptions and considerations . there were also concrete ways in whic h
information on foreign physical culture influenced Soviet policies . In fact, Soviet officials made a
conscious effort to monitor and emulate the physical education initiatives of other countries, especiall y
Germany, and this emulation was one reason for the increasing militarization of Soviet physical cultur e
in the late 1930s .
Already prior to the Revolution . Russian officials borrowed foreign techniques to instill fitnes s
and discipline in young people . One of these techniques was the Boy Scouts, founded by Colonel Rober t
Baden-Powell to provide physical training and panamilitary skills to British boys . Russian military
officers who had trained abroad observed the Boy Scouts in Britain and formed the first scout troop i n
Russia in 1909 . By 1917 there were 50,000 boys and girls in scout troops that existed in 143 Russia n
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towns.64

After the Revolution, scout organizations were labeled bourgeois and disbanded, but in a sens e
they were reconstituted with the formation of the Young Pioneers – an organization for Soviet children
that taught physical fitness, discipline . patriotism, and outdoor survival skills .
Under the Soyiet government, the accumulation of data on other countries' physical cultur e
programs became much more extensiye and systematic . The Committee on Physical Culture and Sport
had an international relations division which researched and wrote regular reports on physical trainin g
taking place in Europe, North America, and Japan . A report on sports in fascist countries stated that i n
Nazi Germany "the entire nation must do physical exercises . The physical perfection of men and women
is extremely important to the state, and no one has the right to refuse the obligation to develop their body
and fortify their health ."' Government neports and articles in the press coyered topics such as th e
administration of athletic clubs in France . training techniques of Japanese swimmers, international cross country ski races, foreign soccer tounnaments, and the I936 Olympic Games in Berlin .66 These report s
kept Soviet officials apprised of the physical and military preparedness of other countries, and als o
provided ideas and techniques that could be applied in the Soviet Union .
To take one important example . Soviet officials observed and emulated foreign initiatives tha t
promoted physical cultune among women . They translated articles from American journals on how t o
Incorporate athletic events into women's higher education .67 The All-Union Physical Culture Council i n
1934 lauded the benefits of physical fitness among German women, and argued that female athletic s
created "well-developed young women, who also produce healthy and robust children ." In language tha t
echoed Nazi ideology, it concluded that "this rapid transformation of the [German] race, without a doubt ,
must be attributed to physical education . . . . The German government is occupied by a concern to create a
robust people . They have understood that only physical culture may sustain and increase the capital o f
the health of the nation ."68 Within two years the Soyiet government convened a conference that launche d
new programs to promote physical culture among women . "
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It is also noteworthy, however, that the aims of Soviet programs differed from Nazi programs .
Unlike the essentialist Nazi gender order which assigned women the single role as mothers of the nex t
generation, the Soviet gender order stressed women's roles as both mothers and workers, and cultivate d
their physical fitness to enhance their performance in both roles . 7 0
In addition to highlighting the physical benefits of athletic programs, Soviet reports on physica l
culture abroad stressed its disciplinary and patriotic aspects . One report on Germany stated that "only
physical education can bestow the following qualities proclaimed by National Socialism : a sense o f
discipline, order, and subordination ; a sense of solidarity, courage, decisiveness, and the ability to mak e
quick decisions when circumstances demand it ; endurance, and readiness for self-sacrifice ." The sam e
repont noted that the German government focused on young people, and oriented them toward self discipline and the spirit of Adolf Hitler . "
Soviet officials were also very aware that other countries used physical culture as military
preparation . In 1934 they cited a German article on how gymnastics "galyanizes patriotic energy, " and
concluded that German physical culture programs had created a new spirit of militarism .72 A 1938 report
of the Committee on Physical Culture and Sport stated that under the Nazi dictatorship "sport ha s
become an integral part of preparation for war ."73 An article in the Soviet press noted that th e
development of alpinism in Germany had allowed the rapid formation of mountain troops during th e
First World War, and concluded that "alpinism has fon us [the Soviet Union] enormous military
significance . '
Soyiet commentators' attention to the military aspects of physical culture abroad focused on th e
training of youth . The head of the Komsomol warned in 1936 that fascist governments in Germany ,
Poland, Italy, and Japan had conducted "an intensified militarization of youth ." He described military
instruction in schools and the military agenda of the Hitler Youth organization . Based on thes e
assessments, he called on the Komsomol to prepare young people to defend their country .75 In a 193 7
speech to the Komsomol aktiv of the Dinamo Sports Club, an official of the Committee on Physical
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Culture and Sport criticized the lack of attention to military aspects of sport . Taking the example o f
automobile and motorcycle racing, he said that "it is no secret that motor sports are a means of mas s
preparation of reserves for motorized divisions of the Red Army . " He went on to point out that German y
had over a million motorcycles while the Soviet Union had only eight thousand . He also called fo r
gymnastics
training.76 that were less like ballet and more like militar y
In the years leading up to the Second World War, Soviet physical culture indeed took on an
increasingly militaristic character . Already in 1935 a civil defense pamphlet stated that "to be prepare d
for defense means to be physically healthy," and it emphasized the importance of shooting contests ,
gymnastics, swimming, and cycling, as well as training in the use of gas masks and bayonets.77 A
Politbiuro resolution in November 1939 created a new organization, "Prepared for Labor and Defense o f
the USSR ." The organization was to develop additional physical education programs in schools ,
physical culture centers and pnizes, instructional manuals and films, and medical supervision t o
maximize the health benefit of exercise and activities . ' Articles in the Soviet press continued t o
promote sponts and stressed "military-physical education " and the importance of physical culture to
master military skills .
The Soviet government placed special emphasis on militaristic physical culture parades . Soviet
journals heralded these parades as indicators of the importance of physical education and "the disciplin e
of physical culture participants . "In the summer of 1937, the Politbiuro ordered that a physical cultur e
parade be held on Red Square with over 40,000 participants, including delegations from each republi c
and record holders in a number of sports . 31 An article about this eyent, entitled "The Parade of th e
Powerful Stalin Breed (plemia)," included photographs of gymnastic teams and stressed the unity of al l
the nationalities of the Soviet Union .
The living poem created on Red Square by Russian, Ukrainian . . .[lists th e
nationalities of all fifteen republics] physical culture participants proclaims in a
loud, sonorous voice, which echoes around the entire world, the bloo d
brotherhood and indissoluble friendship of the peoples which populate the broa d
expanse of the country of Soviets : . . .and [declares] that the brave, strong Sovie t
youth are an inexhaustible
.82
reserve for our powerful Re dArmy
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This quotation demonstrates that physical culture parades were more than just a display of discipline an d
potential military strength . Parades symbolized the unity of Soyiet society . In them, all nationalities and
social groups were symbolically united as they marched and performed synchronized exercises in perfec t
unison .
Physical culture parades were a type of theater or spectacle, and such mass spectacles an d
participatory theater were characteristic of the mass politics of the modem era . In an age of popula r
sovereignty and mass warfare, the participation of thousands of citizens in theatricalized rituals of unity
and strength were important mobilizational mechanisms . Meierhold in 1929 had predicted that th e
"theater of the future" would have "theatricalized sporting games" staged on a mass scale . 83 In a simila r
vein, Wagner and Nietzsche had both seen theatrical space as a remedy to the alienation of moder n
society . As Katerina Clark has pointed out, these thinkers had championed theater as a means to unit e
previously unsynchronized indiyiduals and social groups.84 In this sense, participation in mass theatrica l
spectacles was intended not only to symbolize unity but to transform and integrate the parficipants .
While participatory, physical culture parades were not democratic . As was true of fascist
spectacles and marches . parades on Red Square were conducted under the paternal gaze of leaders, wh o
stood atop Lenin's mausoleum . Physical culture panades symbolized not simply unity, but unity behin d
Stalin and other Communist Panty leaders . Their character was quite different from the early Sovie t
mass spectacles, which, while also choreographed . celebrated the spontaneity of the masses an d
inconporated revolutionary iconoclasm and the carnivalesque . 35 Throughout the 1920s, spectacles an d
86
parades had become more nitualized and patriotic, and by the 1930s they were rigid and militarized .
Physical culture parades in particular emerged as rituals of discipline . controlled movements, an d
homage to Party leaders.87
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Conclusio n
For Soviet authorities, physical culture represented an important component in their attempts t o
create the New Soviet Person . They sought to shape the body as well as the mind, and in fact belieyed
that physical exercise was essential to mental health and the transformation of consciousness . Physica l
culture, according to Soviet experts, was a means to perfect the body and ensure the harmoniou s
development of the personality . Harmonious individuals would contribute to a collective society, one in
which the alienation and antagonisms of the past might be overcome in favor of an organically whole ,
unified community . Gymnastics emerged as a favored form of physical culture precisely because i t
taught not only discipline and control, but also synchronization, through group exercises believe d
capable of integrating and uniting individuals .
The population's physical well-being also served state interests in cultivating a healthy an d
productive labor force . This type of anatomo-political thinking both prompted and was reinforced b y
biomechanical studies designed to optimize the body's productive potential . Added to these studies wa s
social scientific and medical research that shaped the perceptions and pnograms of Soyiet authorities .
When masses of statistics were gathered and processed on the physical state of the population, Soviet
experts perceived a need to improye people's physical characteristics, particularly of those nationalitie s
and social groups that fell below newly created averages and norms .
Concerns about the physical capacity of the population and programs designed to improve i t
were in no way unique to the Soviet Union . Indeed, Soviet authorities obtained many of their idea s
about the importance of physical culture from reports on fitness initiatives throughout Europe and aroun d
the world . In the late 1930s, physical culture in Nazi Germany came under particular scrutiny, an d
Soviet athletic programs replicated its militarism . Physical culture was seen as having an enormous rol e
jn preparing the population for war . Athletic programs were belieyed not only to stnengthen the bod y
and prepare it for combat, but to teach discipline, patriotism, and unity . Physical culture parades became
a symbol of this unity and receiyed enormous attention in the years leading up to the war .
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While Soviet physical culture resembled foreign programs, it had important differences as well .
Soviet efforts sought to unite all nationalities, in stark contrast to the racially exclusionary and ultimatel y
genocidal policies of the Nazis . In comparison with the democratic countries of Europe, which also had
social thinkers who advocated physical fitness and social harmony, the Soviet Union possessed a
revolutionary ideology that greatly heightened the sense that the world and human beings could b e
entirely remade . This sense both induced and justified the extreme forms of state intervention in a n
entire range of areas, including physical culture and the body . Also significant was the lack of any lega l
protections to prevent this type of government intrusion . The Soviet system was born at a moment o f
total war when the mobilizational and defense priorities of the state took precedence over everythin g
else . It is therefore not surprising that physical cultune programs, which were seen as playing a crucia l
part in social unification and prepanation for war, were rigorously imposed upon schools, factories ,
communities, and indiyiduals throughout the country .
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